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Vision Boards and Creation Journaling Lesson 

 
Learn to unlock all of your thoughts and dreams by creating a visual depiction 
revealing everything you would like to accomplish and attain in the next year. A 
vision board and creation journals are collages of images, pictures, and 
affirmations of your dreams, goals, and anything that makes you happy. These 
are useful tools to help conceptualize your goals and serve as a source of 
motivation as you work towards achieving your dreams. This can also be called 
a dream board, a vision map or anything you wish to call it. As your dreams 
come true you can create new boards and pages to update with your new 
dreams and desires. 
 
This is a creative, fun way to connect with your soul. By using pictures, words, 
stickers, markers, paint...whatever you feel like using, you are shutting off your 
ego, and allowing your soul to shine through. When you make a collage, most 
people don't realize that their soul is actually guiding them. There is a reason for 
the images, the words; the colors... even the type of writing/coloring tools that 
you choose. Your soul is communicating with you.  
 
“You are never too old to set another goal or to dream a new dream.” – C.S. 
Lewis 
 
Today you will learn more about creating your visions on a board or in a journal 
book. Think about what you want both short term and long term. Once you 
have these realizations you can put together your boards or journals.  
 
“If you have a goal, write it down, if you do not write it down, you do not have a 
goal – You have a wish.”  - Steve Maraboli 
 
Once you have your vision board created you should put it in a prominent place 
that you will see it often. This will make an imprint on your mind and your 
subconscious will attract your dreams. This same idea goes for your creation 
journals. Keep them where you can review them often. 
 
“Create a vision for the life you really want and then work relentlessly towards 
making it a reality.” ― Roy T. Bennett, The Light in the Heart 
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“The Secret” is a best-selling self-help book written by Rhonda Byrne, based on 
the film of the same name. It is based on the law of attraction and claims that 
positive thinking can create life-changing results such as increased happiness, 
health, and wealth. We follow this law of attraction when we create our vision 
boards and creation journals. 
 
We use visualization in many ways, including during mediation. This 
visualization helps us focus on what we want for the future. It keeps us on track 
for achieving our deepest desires. 
 
Even in the bible we read:  
And the Lord answered me: “Write the vision; make it plain on tablets, so he 
may run who reads it. 
 
Get started by downloading your free Vision Boards and Creation Journaling 
Guide Here  
http://www.catherinemlaub.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/Vision-Boards-and-
Creation-Journaling-Guide-V2.pdf  

 
You also might want to go here to hear Steve Harvey talk about his vision board 
with Oprah!!  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJNed-owcP8  
 
Imagine the things that have been out of your range of reach but you really truly 
want. Those things can be attained when you work on your manifestation. 
Think about the classes you want to take, the places you want to go, the people 
you want to meet, where you want to live, etc. The possibilities are endless 
when you work on your vision board and creation journal. Let your imagination 
run wild!! 
 

Jim Carrey 
Do you know the story about Jim Carrey and his check? 
Back in 1990, when he was a struggling young comic trying to make it in LA, one 
night, dreaming about his future, he wrote himself a check for $10 million “for 
acting services rendered”. He was broke at the time. The check stayed in his 
pocket until it deteriorated. 
He dated the check for Thanksgiving 1995. By that time his per film fee 
escalated to $20 million. 

http://www.catherinemlaub.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/Vision-Boards-and-Creation-Journaling-Guide-V2.pdf
http://www.catherinemlaub.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/Vision-Boards-and-Creation-Journaling-Guide-V2.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJNed-owcP8
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What are your real desires? 
Think about where you live. Do you want to renovate your current home, or do 
you want to move into a different home that has everything the way you 
imagine it to be. 
If you want a new relationship, consider what this person may look like; what 
traits does he/she have, do they respect you, do they help you with your tasks? 
If you want a new job, does it feel comfortable, does it fit your desired 
responsibilities, and is the pay your targeted amount? Do you have to go back 
to school to acquire this position? 
Do you have a hobby or special interest that you want to turn into a business? 
Imagine the steps you must take to achieve this. 
If you want to take a vacation, where is it that you want to go? How will you get 
there? Where will you stay, in a hotel or with a friend/family member? What 
will you do once you are there? 
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DEFINITIONS FROM THE MERRIAM-WEBSTER DICTIONARY 
  

DEFINITION OF VISION 
1 a:  something seen in a dream, trance, or ecstasy; especially:  a supernatural 
appearance that conveys a revelation 
b:  a thought, concept, or object formed by the imagination 
c:  a manifestation to the senses of something immaterial  
2 a:  the act or power of imagination 
b (1):  mode of seeing or conceiving (2):  unusual discernment or foresight <a 
person of vision> 
c:  direct mystical awareness of the supernatural usually in visible form 
 
EXAMPLES OF VISION IN A SENTENCE 
We had visions of fame and fortune. 
She had a clear vision of what she wanted to do. 
He had a vision of Christ. 
The idea came to me in a vision. 
 
DEFINITION OF DREAM 
1:  a series of thoughts, images, or emotions occurring during sleep 
2:  an experience of waking life having the characteristics of a dream: such as 
a:  a visionary (see 1visionary 1a) creation of the imagination :  daydream  
b:  a state of mind marked by abstraction or release from reality  
c:  an object seen in a dreamlike state :  vision <a man that was her dream come 
true> 
3:  something notable for its beauty, excellence, or enjoyable quality  
4 a:  a strongly desired goal or purpose  
b:  something that fully satisfies a wish 
 
EXAMPLES OF DREAM IN A SENTENCE 
He had a dream about climbing a mountain. 
I've found the man of my dreams. 
They succeeded beyond their wildest dreams. 
He has had a lifelong dream of becoming an actor. 
It's a dream of mine to own a house in the country. 
Making it to the Olympics was a dream come true. 
Tell me your hopes and dreams. 
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DEFINITION OF JOURNAL 
1 a:  a record of current transactions; especially:  a book of entry in double-entry 
bookkeeping 
b:  an account of day-to-day events 
c:  a record of experiences, ideas, or reflections kept regularly for private use:  
diary 
d:  a record of transactions kept by a deliberative or legislative body 
 
EXAMPLES OF JOURNAL IN A SENTENCE 
I've been keeping a journal for several years. 
She records her dreams in a journal. 
 
DEFINITION OF CREATION 
1:  the act of creating 
2:  the act of making, inventing, or producing 
3:  something that is created: such as an original work of art 
 
EXAMPLES OF CREATION IN A SENTENCE 
The play continues to entertain audiences 25 years after its creation. 
These changes will lead to the creation of new businesses. 
The company was largely the creation of one woman. 
She's wearing one of her original fashion creations. 
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SAMPLES: 
 

JOURNAL PAGE  

Here is my first page of a Creation Journal. It depicts the beginning of my year. I 
put positive thoughts because I was still struggling to move forward. By looking 
at this page often it guided me to think positive. This is the idea of making these 
wonderful tools. They help us focus on our future in a positive manner and to 
keep on track. 
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BAGUA 
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MY FIRST BOARD AS PER BAGUA 
 

 
 

As you can see I followed the layout of the Bagua and put my photos, etc. in the 
position of each category. The wealth area is showing the lottery ticket to 
represent attracting more money. I also have my dream house in that area.  
The Fame area shows a person that represents strength and advancement. It 
also shows my goal of losing weight and what I looked like in my 30’s.  
The Relationship and Family areas are self-explanatory. 
My thought of health is calm and peace so I chose this beautiful bridge that 
brings back memories to better times when I felt better. 
The creativity area shows my children on a vacation where we had fun together.  
Study, etc. has the world picture because I learned from many self-help and 
spiritual leaders while traveling.  They represent my advancement in spirituality 
and wanting to advance further. 
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The career area shows me with my crafts and ceramic Christmas Villages. I enjoy 
creating things and decorating the house. These are things I tie into my business 
and will help me advance in unique ways. 
The travel guides area has a picture of Dr. Wayne Dyer, The Father of 
Motivation. I met him on a self-help Hay House cruise in 2011. I gave him my 
copy of his first book, Your Erroneous Zones to autograph. He was thrilled to 
hold the book up and announce he had hair in the picture. On my board is an ad 
to travel with him for a visit to Holy Cities in Europe. I couldn’t manifest the 
money for the trip but I did manifest a copy of a video made during the trip. I 
felt like I was there with him. I put the word “Believe” on the board because I do 
believe I will attract my visions.. 
 

MY VISION BOARD TELLING A STORY 
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I posted that a sure start with my book release would open doors to 
make more happen. 
I am an angel swooping down helping people advance in whatever 
way they need. The dress is the style I wish to wear but the cost is too 
high. I will one day afford all of the clothing I want and enjoy wearing 
what defines me. 
I have many negative memories and have survived a lot and come a 
long way. 
In the middle is a mirror so when I look into the board I see myself in 
the things I am creating. 
Easy luxury means things will come easy for me in my future. 
The tree on the bottom left represents the “Tree of Life”. This tree 
came to me during my very first meditation and represents my 
growing spirituality. 
The great vacations show the Caribbean and Hawaii. I created this 
board in September and in November I was off to Hawaii. It was a 
sudden trip in which my husband’s cousin invited us to her wedding in 
Hawaii, which was 2 weeks from the day of invitation. We went to the 
wedding and got to sight see parts of Hawaii. I can’t wait to go back. 

 
So, as you can see, you can create your board or journal in any way 
that makes sense to you. It is your own creation and dreams so think 
about what you want before you create it. It will help things come to 
you that you never thought possible. Remember to add how you want 
to feel in each situation so it becomes even more realistic. These are 
inspirational and motivational. The more you look at them the more 
they will leave an imprint on your mind. To make it even easier you 
may want to put the steps it will take to achieve these dreams and 
visions. 
 
Be as creative as you want to be or just put a few things on your 
board. It’s all about you and your dreams. Connect to your inner 
guidance through a visualization exercise.  
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MEDITATION:  Guided Meditation - Blissful Deep Relaxation 
You can listen to this guided meditation or any of the ones by the Honest Guys 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jyy0ra2WcQQ   
 

You can also follow this meditation: Breath, Sound, Body Meditation  
 
So you can find your meditation posture 
Sitting in a way that’s neither too tight nor too relaxed 
But comfortable and upright 
Then notice your body from the inside 
Noticing the shape and the weight and the touch 
And areas you make contact with the floor or the chair 
Then you can focus on your breathing 
Feeling your breath 
In the area of either the abdomen, chest, or nostrils 
Feeling the gentle rising and falling of your abdomen or chest 
Or the coolness and in and out sensations at your nostrils 
 
So the breath is our anchor 
It’s where we establish our awareness 
It helps us have something to always return to 
This simple act of breathing 
Now you might notice that other things pull your attention away from 
the breath 
And that might be sound 
So right now, just for a moment 
Bring your attention to the sounds 
Inside the room 
Or outside the room 
Simply listening 
They might be pleasant sounds, unpleasant sounds 
Listen to them with curiosity and interest 
Noticing them coming and going 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jyy0ra2WcQQ
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Without getting caught up in a story about what that sound is or why 
it’s there 
Simply listening 
Can also notice the sound of silence 
And now letting go of this hearing 
The listening 
Bring your attention into your body 
And notice if there are body sensations 
To be aware of 
There might be pressure or tightness 
Or movement or vibration 
Or heat or cold 
Or tingling 
Notice which sensations call out to you 
And let your attention go to them 
It might be a very strong and obvious sensation 
There might be a soft or subtle sensation  
You might notice yourself jumping from sensation to sensation 
Or there may be one that grabs your attention and holds it 
Particularly if it’s unpleasant 
You might notice it 
Is it growing or shrinking? 
Moving 
Does it pulse or throb 
Ache 
Just notice with curiosity 
Similarly not making up a whole story about the experience 
Just being directly with the sensations in your body 
So now return to your breathing 
Finding your breath 
And as you continue on in this meditation 
You’ll stay with your breath one breath at a time 
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If you notice yourself lost in thoughts you can say “thinking” 
Or “wandering” 
And then redirect your attention 
Returning back to the breathing 
Now if you find a sound 
Or a body sensation 
Become so obvious, strong 
That you can’t, any longer, stay with the breath 
Because it pulls your attention away 
Then let yourself let go of the breath 
And focus on the body sensation 
Or sound 
Listen to it or feel it 
Until it no longer holds your attention 
Or it’s stopped 
At that point go back to the breathing 
Returning to the simplicity of your anchor 
The breath 
We’ll try this for a few minutes in silence 
[silence] 
Now once again notice your whole body sitting here 
Tuning into the shape 
The posture 
The movement 
Let yourself relax 
And you can wish yourself well 
May I be happy and at ease 
May I be free from stress and anxiety 
May I be peaceful 
And let yourself consider the possibility 
Of finding peace and ease 
Wellbeing 
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Find the perfect items to add and lay them out, and then glue them in 
place. You can follow a Bagua Map or just lay them out in a way that 
makes sense to you. 
 

Supplies you will need: 
Either a poster board of any size or a scrapbook page or pages 
Colored Paper 
Magazines, flyers, newspapers and mailings, or any of your own 
photos 
Scissors 
Tape or Glue 
Colored Markers, Crayons, Paint, Pens and Pencils 
Any miscellaneous item that represents you and you want to look at 
every day. Photos, quotes, sayings; images of places you want to go, 
reminders of events, places, or people, postcards from friends and 
just about anything that will inspire you. 
Feathers 
Embellishments 
Coins or dollar bills 
Pictures of clouds, waterfalls, sunrises or sunsets 
If you prefer, you can even create a board on your computer and use 
it as your wallpaper or screen saver so when you open your screen 
you will be reminded of your desires. 
 
You can work with colors that represent what you are looking for. If it 
is calm, you can use light blues and turquoise, if it is excitement, red, 
if it is happiness, yellow. And so on. You can google the colors related 
to whichever emotion you want to attain. 
 
Be sure everything you put on your board is positive and inspiring. 
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Some phrases and affirmations you can use are: 
 
A TIDAL WAVE of INCOME is coming my way 
I am appreciated 
I believe in myself 
I am a magnet for divine abundance, in the form of money, health and 
happiness 
I am a best-selling book author 
I am a great mother, 
Any “I am” statement is perfect 
 
You can put a photo of yourself in the center, or a mirror to look in 
daily to see yourself already living your dreams. 
 

 

Arnold Schwarzenegger 

 
Yeah, him too! In his video he talks about his journey from Mr. 
Olympia, to Mr. Universe, to Actor, and finally, to Governor, about the 
role of vision and visualization, and the power of our mind. He shares 
this great sentence: 
 
If you don’t see it and if you don’t believe it, then who else will? 
 
Remember if you don’t take action to do this or something similar, 
you will never create the future you desire. Action causes results. This 
will help you focus on your dreams instead of just keeping them in 
your mind for some day. 
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Set enough time aside to make your best creation and gather some 
candles and play some mood music.  
 
Spread everything on your table and slowly add your items to the 
board. Don’t glue anything down until you are sure where they should 
lay. Don’t rush and use your imagination. 
 
You can follow the Bagua Map or lay everything out the way you feel 
makes sense. 
 
Now remember to hang your vision board, or keep your journal in a 
prominent place where you will see it often. This will be the secret to 
achieving your most precious dreams and desires. 
 
If you have any questions you can email me at 
catherine@catherinemlaub.com     
 
You can also make a simple vision by drawing it like this: 

 

I am - I can - I do… keep this mantra close to your heart. 
 

mailto:catherinemlaub@gmail.com

